
FROM WHERE DOES TRUE RACISM COME?

The narrative that black people are being disproportionately and unfairly targeted by 
predominantly white police officers, and a racist criminal justice system in the United States, is a lie 
and is itself a racist comment. Negroes in the United States are more likely to be in confrontations with 
police because they commit more violent crimes than Caucasians per-capita. Don't think so? You had 
better face some facts!

FACT: ½ the officers charged in the death of Freddie Gray in Baltimore were black.

FACT: all the officers charged in the death of Tyre Nichols in Memphis were black.

FACT:According to DOJ statistics, between 1990 and 2008, Negroes making up only 13% of the 
population, committed 52% of homicides, compared to 45% committed by Caucasians. (source: 
http://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/htus8008.pdf )

FACT:In 2013 alone, Negroes committed 38% of the murders, while Caucasians 31%. This despite the
fact there are 5 times more whites than blacks. (FBI: http://www.fbi.gov/stats-services/crimestats)

FACT:From 2011 to 2013, 38.5% people arrested for murder, manslaughter, rape, robbery, and 
aggravated assault were Negroes. Over 3 times higher than entire Negro population of 13%. The figure 
is much higher when you factor the fact Negro males between the ages of 15 – 34 are responsible for 
the vast majority of these crimes. It is in fact staggering – especially the black on white rapes.

FACT:Between 1999 and 2011, 2151 Caucasians died as a result of being shot by police, compared to 
1,130 Negroes. So, fact is - whites are more like to be killed by police! 

Do you see white mobs looting, burning and screaming racist remarks blaming the blacks? No!

FACT:Despite being outnumbered by whites five to one, Negroes commit eight times more crimes 
against whites than vice-versa, and a black man is 40 times as likely to assault a white person as the 
reverse. Facts also prove that interracial rape is almost exclusively black men on white women. (FBI 
2007; http://news.yahoo.com/black-americas-real-problem-isnt-white-racism-070000529.html)

LOGIC: If the majority of 911 calls are coming from communities dominated by the Negro race, 
related to black people committing violent crimes, then obviously blacks are more likely to be involved
in violent confrontations with police. 

FACT: Police are certainly part of the problem. Since 9-11-2001, the number of Americans killed in 
the US by police, exceeds U.S. soldiers killed in Iraq. Think this needs to change boys & girls? (source:
http://thefreethoughtproject.com/  americans-killed-cops-outnumber-americans-killed-iraq-war/  ) After 
all, a lot of them are government trained killers exiting from the military, and knowing they can easily 
get a job in the police force. 
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FACT: Today, you are 55 times more likely to die by U.S. Police than by a terrorist.  
(http://www.washingtonsblog.com/2015/03/youre-55-times-likely-killed-police-officer-terrorist.html) 
So who is the real terrorist? Has USA devolved into a Police State? Duh!

It certainly doesn't help when you have the liberal media propaganda machine legitimizing, 
even endorsing and justifying, black violence and riots.  (source - TIME: 
http://time.com/3605606/ferguson-in-defense-of-rioting/) This has to change!

But it doesn't have to be – does it? Statistics prove a disproportionate percentage of Negroes are 
violent and therefore commit violent crimes. And when one gets caught, they may form a Mob and yell 
slanderous insults, reverse discrimination, while burning cars and looting businesses which of course is 
violent, serving to escalate the “Mob Rule” mentality!

At the same time, since the Caucasian peoples have become more lax and complacent with the 
Negroes, giving them tax incentives and privileged loans to start businesses etc., they repay their 
“respects” with racist slurs and white supremacists innuendo. They have and blatantly promote 
exclusive Black Clubs, Black Magazines, Black TV, which is RACIST.

For example, they have United Negro College Fund. You don't see United Caucasian College 
Fund. They have BET, BLACK Entertainment, and JET magazine. You don't see Whitey TV Channel 
or White ONLY Magazines! They have the NAACP – National Assoc. for the Advancement of Colored
People. Not for all colored people mind you … just the blacks. You don't see a club for white people 
such as a - National Assoc. for the Advancement of White Peoples. In their eyes, that would be Racist! 
Negroes have Black History month. You don’t honor a race, that’s racist. You honor all mankind.

So aren't these Black Associations in violation of Federal Law against discrimination? Why 
aren’t they shut down? Remember the white youth that tried to get into Tulane University in Louisiana. 
He had to sue in violation of Federal Law for Discrimination because of the Racist College that wanted 
to be NEGRO ONLY. Is there a White ONLY college? NO! What happened to mutual respect?

Negroes talk of what they can GET from Whitey or the Man, or from Government in the way of
Food Stamps, Welfare, Cell Phones, WIC for babies, Cash for Babies, “lemme borrow yo baby so I can
get mo stuff”, like WIC coupons and a Government Debit Card! Do they not realize their “GIMME-a-
Living” attitude puts this country in more Debt, driving down our economy. To want what is not yours 
is a SIN – “thou shalt not covet” Ex.20:17; Romans 7:7. So, Who is the sinful racist my brother ? ? ?

Lame-stream media say that black violent crimes are due to poverty. That logic is erased when 
you realize how much money they get from the government. They get more than the average person 
who works. So it is well known within the Negro community ... “it don't pay to work”! 

FACT: U.S. welfare pays more than entry level jobs in 35 states! (source – DC Clothesline:  
www.dcclothesline.com/2014/08/05/statistics-lie-welfare-best-paying-entry-level-job-35-states/ and 
Fox News: http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2013/08/21/study-in-most-states-welfare-pays-more-than-
minimum-wage-job). 
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FACT: Welfare, housing, food, utility, minority children benefits, and other payouts top $20/hr. in eight
states, exceeding the poverty level! (source: http://downtrend.com/robertgehl/welfare-payouts-top-20-
per-hour-in-eight-states). According to a CATO Institute Report in 1995, titled - “The Work vs. Welfare
Trade-Off” (CATO: http://www.cato.org/publications/policy-analysis/work-versus-welfare-trade-
analysis-total-level-welfare-benefits-state), It found that of all 50 states and the District of Columbia, 
not only did the value of such benefits greatly exceed the poverty level but, because welfare benefits 
are tax-free, their dollar value was greater than the amount of take-home income a worker would 
receive from an entry-level job.

We the People should ask – When will the Gravy Train end, that the rest of the working class 
has to pay for under threat of imprisonment? Obviously this is part of the problem – ie. Socialism, 
Statism, or Marxist Fascism / Communism (all the same) demanded by a lazy class of people 
demanding State granted privileges over God-given Rights. The solution is self-evident. 

I surmise another part of the real problem stems from their own racist attitudes passed down 
from one generation to the next. Perpetuating the hate for “whites”! Apparently they blame Caucasians 
for taking them from Africa and bringing them to America to help build an Empire! But fact is, it was 
the Black Africans that sold them into slavery, due to economic incentives for warlords and tribes to 
engage in the trade of enslaved people which promoted an atmosphere of lawlessness and violence.

Being brainwashed, and referring to themselves – not as Americans, but as Afro-Americans, 
when perhaps none were born in Africa, only continues racism and their hatred from one generation to 
another. If you were born in America – you are a natural born American. You cannot be a natural born 
African-American, which is an oxy-moron. The same goes for Mexican-Americans, Spanish-
Americans, etc. You are either an American or a Mexican, or Spanish, etc. If you come to this country 
with attitudes of Communism, Socialism and refusing to speak English, you are the Terrorist 
attempting to overthrow our way of life, including our government. PERIOD! ! ! 

Lately, in the mainstream (CIA controlled via project mockingbird) propaganda media outlets, 
have branded Islamic Terrorist as not associated with Left or Right wing groups. Let’s get something 
straight. Political definitions of Islamic extremism include the one which is used by the government of 
the United Kingdom, which understands Islamic extremism as any form of Islam that opposes 
"democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and 
beliefs" (BBC News 8 March 2021). Excuse me, but isn’t anti-Christ the Far Left? Along with Left 
Wing terrorists include communists, socialists, fascist (including ANTIFA), Marxist, animal rights 
activists, anti-white racists, LGBT extremists, Black Lives Matter, and ethnic or national separatists 
who embrace Socialism, Fascism, etc. Lest we forget, Islamic terrorists murdered 3,342 people on U.S. 
soil from 1992 through August 12, 2017. Islamist terrorists are responsible for 92% of all those 
murders. The 9/11 attacks, by themselves, killed about 89% of all the victims during this time.

This country, the USA, was founded on Christian Godly principles of freedom, and hard work 
that cost many their lives. Right now, we have many problems on many fronts. The answer to the 
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original question – From Where Does True Racism Come, it comes from the heart. That change will 
only come  through education at home. To succumb to a racial divide, or any divide, should be 
forefront in our minds and realize what it is. It is simply a way for the self-righteous, self-appointed, 
self-aggrandizing elites to divide and conquer. Their motto is – “Order out of Chaos”.

If you expect freedom to be handed to you, or anything else for that matter, you should be 
sorely disappointed, instead of rewarded. Nothing gives you the right to take something that is not 
yours, and especially by government force via unconstitutional rules, regs, or law. Everyone in fact has 
a right to life, and to defend their life, liberty, and property in pursuit of happiness. These are the values
that should be taught, and defended, through each generation. 

And talk about indifference, for if we, the people of Earth, can’t get along with each other, how 
are You going to get along with our space brothers and sisters? Let that swirl around in your personal 
bio-computer like a BB going down a superhighway!

Peace,

Stephen R. Renfrow, sui juris, © 2015 
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What if the there was a Plan … and You did nothing?
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